


that was erected at the southern end of the site? The drawing for the close board fencing  (PBA4) is the same 
as the one previously refused as “being a hard urban edge that would be seen from the public footpath”
It also has a very urban appearance when looking down from Great Bourton!

The Surface Water & Drainage Plan now submitted seems to persuade that the shallow filter drain behind 
the caravans leads to the proposed collection swale below. This swale could not possibly work as the land 
immediately below it is already flooded in times of heavy rain and for most of the winter which is caused by 
the infilling of the drainage channels in the former sump land above by 100’s of tonnes of unauthorised 
hardcore. There are already serious flooding issues to neighbouring land and the road and the School at 
Cropredy that has needed to close at times of flooding.

The application suggests that the foul sewage would be connected to the main sewer pipe which is across the
road but this may be difficult as the sewer pipe is somewhat higher than the site?
I once saw a large septic tank being installed on the site without permission – one has to wonder why would 
they go to this expense if they are intending to connect to the main sewer. Could the intention still be to use 
this instead?

  
The plan shows the caravans will be sited on this  Hadrcore extending into paddock area 
hugely extended unauthorised hardcore  
hardcore. All this should be 
removed and the caravans sited where the inspector
suggested on the original hardstanding under the 
hedge adjacent to the road.

I trust my comments and objections will be taken into consideration and that will this application will be 
refused.

 Yours sincerely

 Rosemary Cannon (Mrs)


